
The Power of Choice
Silent Knight provides end-to-end fire alarm solutions 
that are known to not only provide power and control, but 
choice as well. From the top floor to the bottom line, 
Silent Knight continues to lead with innovative and feature-rich
products, and they are simultaneously affordable. Silent Knight
has always focused on functionality and flexibility, which is why
its products are routinely found in educational institutions, hospi-
tals and health care facilities, commercial complexes, retail
spaces and government buildings around the world. 

Farenhyt Distribution
Silent Knight Systems are available through a limited distribution
network of Farenhyt Engineered Systems Distributors (ESD’s).

Farenhyt Distributors:
• Are factory trained and certified
• Consist of a nationwide network of hundreds of Farenhyt 

Distributors
• Can provide larger, more complex systems

-   Proprietary and non-proprietary products
• Provide Design, Consultation, Installation, Test, Inspection &

Maintenance services per codes, standards and end user
specifications

• Purchase directly from Silent Knight

Silent Knight Systems
Silent Knight offers two series of fire alarm systems.

IFP Series 
• For medium to large size systems
• Intelligent fire alarm control systems
• Networkable for multi-building and larger projects
• Voice integrated systems for emergency evacuation and

notification
• Distributed power for cost-effective installation and operation
• Highly reliable
• Multiple choices for detectors, modules and output devices
• Available from Farenhyt Distributors

IntelliKnight Series
• For small to medium size systems
• Conventional and addressable fire alarm control systems
• Simple, Smart, Reliable
• Easy to use
• Non-proprietary
• Available from Farenhyt Distributors or wholesale distribution

Silent Knight
Fire Alarm
Systems
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Proven Applications 

Education: Schools & Universities
Fire Alarm Systems That Work for Your Schools
• Cost effective systems for retrofit or new construction as ex-

isting wiring can be used
• Systems that grow with schools and campuses
• Emergency voice evacuation systems for reliable notification

Silent Knight is proud of their
long history of serving the ed-
ucation community, building a
strong reputation based on
many satisfied customers.
Provide complete coverage of

all the buildings on a school or university campus with the wide
range of Silent Knight fire control panels. 

Health Care Facilities: Clinics, Senior Living, 
& Hospitals
Superior Life Safety for Healthcare Facilities
• Integrated voice evacuation in the fire alarm control simplifies

installation & operation
• Safe solutions for individual rooms offer flexibility and confi-

dence
• Minimized nuisance alarms with utmost detection accuracy

With Silent Knight’s large point
capacity systems and net-
workable control panels you
can have complete coverage
of your facility and maintain
ADA compliance. 

Hospitality: Hotels, Entertainment & Restaurants
Effective Fire Protection for Guest Safety
• Ease of programming re-

duces installation time for
small and large projects

• Distributed power supplies
enable more effective use
of power for notification

• Advanced smoke detection
available for difficult areas prone to false alarms

From a single 50 point panel to a 16 node network with thou-
sands of points, Silent Knight has the system to match the build-
ing you are protecting.  

Places of Assembly: Religious, Community &
Sports Centers
The Right Emergency Systems for the Gathered Community
• Voice evacuation capabili-

ties integrated with the fire
alarm controls ensures the
right message gets to the
occupants for immediate 
evacuation.

• Functional systems design
allows flexibility to meet current and future facility needs 

• Highly reliable fire alarm system

The VIP-Series control panels use distributed amplifiers, enabling
location of the amplifiers where the speaker circuits are located,
eliminating long wire runs. Speakers run at lower voltage setting,
which reduces wiring costs. 

About Silent Knight
Founded in 1961, Silent Knight designs and manufactures commercial fire alarm and life safety systems. As part of Honeywell Fire
Systems, Silent Knight is a leader in the fire alarm industry with its broad portfolio of products which are available through Authorized
and Certified Farenhyt Engineered System Distributors and Security Equipment Distribution throughout the United States. 
Silent Knight’s manufacturing operations are based in the Northford, CT. 


